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Valentine's Day—
important opportunity

St. Valentine is probably two different
people. One was a priest who suffered
persecution and death in Rome under
the emperor Claudius around 270 A.D.
Another Valentine was a bishop in a
city about 60 miles from Rome. He
might also have been martyred there.
Whether these are one and the same

person is unclear.
Legend which arose around

Valentine said he befriended many, so
when he was imprisoned, the children
tossed notes of love and support
through the bars of his cell window.
Another tale mentions that he restored

the sight of a jailer's daughter.
We cannot be sure if this is the

origin of the celebration of Valentine's
Day. Pagan fertility rites observed at
the coming of spring may have just
happened to coincide with this
particular feast, just as swallows return
to Capistrano on the feast of St. Joseph.
Each succeeding era adapted the day to
its way of life, and it gradually took on
the nuance of romantic love.

There are many people in this
world who lack romance and need

reassurance that someone loves them.

For starters, Valentine's Day gives
those of us with a family, a chance to
think of ways to tell them we love
them.

It helps to write a letter about
our loved ones' best qualities, how they
have helped us to grow as a person,
and how much we love them, no strings
attached, no issues included in the
letters.

Our extended families also need

to be told that we love them, especially

if we are not in the habit of doing so
directly. Cards or flowers might be the
easiest way, but we might also* consider
bringing a treat, or inviting them to go
for a walk.

People never tire of being told or
shown that they are loved.
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December 20, 1993
To whom it may concern
and I am sure you know who you are,

On December 19th I made it out
on an eight hour ETA as my Christmas
pass. But on Friday the 17th of
December I was called up to see my
CMO. Even though the Warden
approved my pass, there were a lot of
stories and speculations about me
bringing drugs back into Mountain.
This almost cancelled my pass, but
fortunately I have a bit of stable drug
free time under my belt to speak of.

Sure, in the past I may have
abused the system here and at Kent,
but all that crap stopped in 1988—five
years ago going on six. So whoever
you may be, get your facts and story
straight, you low life piece of doggie
doo! Jealousy, pettiness, or just plain
meanness—whatever your motivation
might be—you failed to realize that I
am not the same person I was in
1981-88.

I am sober, straight and happily
on my way out of this fun place of
horrors. So have a nice day and
sooner or later you too can find
happiness out of life that is reality.

Les Csano

December 20, 1993

To Inmate Committee and Echo:

Since the Spring of 1990 I have
been donating $10 to our Inmate
Committee for the privilege of a table,
#D12, at the Open Houses. This way,
all my friends know exactly where to
find us. I have had no problem with
any of our Committee members and I
don't want any. But I must say the
last Open House was a total disgrace.

Instead of one normal sized

table, I was set up with two small
tables, the legs of which stuck out into
the aisles. Passers by and those who
stopped to talk, bumped the table legs
and coffee and juice spilled all over,
even on my guests' clothes.

I had approached Lyle and Lou
and was told it was up to Dave Trainer
who wasn't present, and since there
were no free tables, maybe I should
trade with someone else. It sounded

like a case of you scratch my back and
I'll scratch yours.

Apparently a group of inmates
are paid to set up the Open Houses.
The one in charge of setting up was
allowed two tables together in aisle E,
which closed the walkway off to
almost nothing, increasing the chance
of my little tables being bumped.

Who would ask a guest at the
middle of his table to stradle eight
inches of table legs and try and enjoy
a dinner? There is no excuse for

denying me a respectable table.
Also, after the announcement

that there would be a draw, the door
tickets were handed out by the
handful, which looked very suspicious.
And those who went to Chapel never
got to participate in the draw.

Friends come before money.
Please read and heed. Jack B. Nellis



December 21, 1993
Dear Echo readers,

A letter from the Inmate

Committee to the Warden was posted,
objecting to the RCMP searches on
Open House day. I agree with the
protest and such a letter was in order.

But using a word like gestapo could
put the powers that be on the
defensive. We want and expect
administration to take action so let's

not antagonize them.
Anonymous

Matooml
by Kevin R. Oatway

Dear Readers,

As the newest member of the

Editorial Review Board, 1 would like to
take this opportunity to thank the
other long time members of the paper
who have given me a chance to take
on a new task. 1 will be publishing
entertainment news and a humor

section. If you have any good jokes or
something along those lines, please
write them down and bring them to
me, or they can be dropped off at The
Echo office.

Entertainment

My first official duty as
entertainment editor is to thank all the

people that helped stage the last
Hallowe'en production.

Bill Zurba and Sonny McLaren
put on a good performance and
captured the hearts of all i n
attendance. Thanks to the bands that

worked so hard to get their acts
together: Normand R., Dave T., Durban
S., Bobby D., Bill T., Doug S. It was a
blast and with all the positive
feedback from the population, it
should be done again.

Also thanks to the Inmate

Committee for putting the event
together. The food was great. There
will be another fun night on New
Years. Normand and his group will be
performing, as well as Durban and his
band. There will be other

performances by some of the inmate
population. It should be a good time,
so let's see you all support it. If we
show that the music group and its
members are willing, there'll be some
recognition from the institution.

Open House December 19. 1993
The Open House was the largest

one that ever took place in this
institution. It was a huge success and
everyone that participated had an
enjoyable time. The children were
entertained with Santa's presents. The
Inmate Committee provided the
stockings with a lot of candies and
other goodies for the kids.

I talked to a lot of visitors that

came that day, and the only complaint
that most of them had *vas the RCMP

road block. It seems that this place
was targeted as the main concern for
security. It put somewhat of a damper
on the spirit of Christmas. But despite
the setback, all the people had a good
time.



A few inmates wanted to know why
there wasn't a band performing at the
social. Since it was Christmas and
some families have to travel a long
way to see their loved ones, it was felt
by the Inmate Committee and others
that quieter background music was
better for people trying to talk and
socialize. So the idea was born to

m
have the organ played at this Open
House. Our thanks to Sister

Marguerite for letting us use the organ
for the social. Thank you Sister!
Another special thanks to all the
workers that helped make the Open
House a success. Without your help,
this would not have been possible.
The Inmate Committee is to be praised
for all their efforts in putting all of the
socials together. Thanks, Lou, Dave,
Lyle and Paul.
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GROUP

by Kevin Oatway
President

Since my elected position as president
of the music group, the membership
has increased to 35 members. It has

been a struggle lately to get all the
band equipment in working order
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again. We have been busy fixing up
all the old equipment and overhauling
and streamlining the music group.

There has been some confusion

and talk about what my interests are
in the music group. First, I would like
to state that when I was elected, I

literally took on a dead horse. I know
it is a very thankless job, but someone
has to do it. But what I don't get is all
the back stabbing that goes with the
job. My interests are purely to get the
music group back on its feet, and be
able to perform for all the functions
we can. This is not an easy task be
cause past performances related to the
group have damaged its reputation.

We have to prove to the
Administration that we are serious

about getting some recognition. Only
then can we get back in their books as
a viable group. I intend to approach
all the groups in the institution about
music at their socials. It is the aim of

the music group committee to put on
more inmate and outside guest
performances. We want the musicians
of this institution to be given a chance
to show their stuff on stage.

February 14th, 1994 is the cut
off date for membership. On this date
all memberships must be re-signed on
an 1TF. Every three months on the
14th day, there will be a membership
drive. Dues are $5 for three months.

I am appealing to all members to
get involved and help with the group.
If you don't want to get involved, then
you have no valid reason to complain.
This job is hot a one man operation. It
takes all the members to pitch in and
do their part.

Thank you Bob and Doug for all
your help on the music group
committee.



The Editor

Mountain Echo

December 10, 1993 come out of Mountain Institution and

they BUY. So this creates sales for
everyone.

For the guys who have worked
hard on this project I take my hat off
to you. A special thanks to Ron S.,
Michel M., Reg F., Al C, Terry C, Neil
V., Pete P., and the two Lyle's. All of
you worked very hard and for no
other reason than to do something
decent and to help out those that are
less fortunate.

Thank you to the Inmate
Committee who donated money to buy
supplies, and last but not least to
Grace, Ann and Dave who fought hard
to get us wood and other things that
made this project work.

The Warden deserves mention as

he was the one who made a decision to

create five paying jobs for this project.
Hopefully this will continue all year
round.

To those who still want to beak

off I have two words for you and, they
are not Merry Christmas.

Lyle O'Sullivan

Re: Christmas Toy Making Project^

I would like to thank all the people
who have made time in their busy
schedule to help out making toys that
have been donated to the less

fortunate in the community. As of
today's writing, we have made over
100 items that have brightened up
someone's life.

What I really don't understand is
where some of you are coming from.
Inmates who do nothing have the
nerve to criticize those who have

worked hard on the project. One of
the stupidest comments was, "You
guys are taking business away from
us." This is the furthest thing from the
truth. Yes, we are making high quality
toys and other things that are usable,
but all of these items have been

donated and not sold. If anything, by
giving, we are promoting Mountain
Hobbies, not taking business away
from anyone. Citizens in the
community find out that good things

W •Till ARVERS

We carry a full stock of elbow.
"D". lip and gutter Adze kits,
straight knives, bent knives &
blades of all shapes and sizes,
paints and other carving supplies.

W00DCHIPS CARVING SUPPUES LTD.
8521 EASTLAKE DRIVE. BURNABY, B.C. V5A-4T7

(Corner of Eastlake and Production Way In Lake City)
PHONE (604) 421-1101 FAX (604) 421-1052
Toll Free Direct Order Line 1-800-663-11O1
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Reporter
Wanted
According to the results of our
questionnaire, readers want more

1 — news on prisons,
2 — Mountain inmate news and
3 — inmate views and opinions.

We would like someone who can
proficiently garner such
information from

1 — interviews,
2 — polls and
3 — press clippings

The candidate who qualifies
should be an eager and
productive reporter who
regularly brings to the editor's
desk, preferably in writing,
factual articles that matter to
prisoners here and elsewhere.
This will help fulfill our mandate
to represent a cross section of

the inmate population.

I would greatly
appreciate any possi
ble donations of the
smaller size of the
square "International
Coffees" coffee cans,
with the plastic
covers, to hold my
beadwork supplies.
Please contact me
(John) at the 80-man
unit, D-l. Thanks
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Community
Awareness

Are you up
Aware... ?

Mountain's Community Awareness
Group handed a $1,000 cheque to
Agassiz Harrison Community Services.
W. McHugh and Tom Maxwell saw to
the preparation and distribution of
hampers to needy families in the area.
Chairman M.L. Marshall appreciated
Norm at SuperValu for cooperating
and offering goodies and special prices
for the Christmas drive. Many thanks
go to all the inmates and staff who
donated funds for this year's
Christmas hamper drive.

On Saturday, Januaryl5th, Major
Angus Haggarty will speak on Africa.
On the 22nd, Rev. Dr. Robert Lees, who
holds a Ph. D. in family counseling, will
address negativity. On the 29thJ
Pastor Bert Kamphuis' three years i n\
India will be the presentation topic.

PHONE 403-474-4989
FAX' 403-477-3489 ;

EYERV TYPE OF LEATHER
BEADS, STUDS, NEEDLES, THREAD :
BOOKS, PATTERNS
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The Arts & Crafts Department was
approached by a non profit
organization in Harrison Hot Springs
called the Bahai, to have a sign carved
with the words "Harrison Hot Springs
Peace Park". The log, being 12 feet
long and almost two feet across, was
donated by Cattermole Timber and the
carving labour was generously
contributed by Joe Pitt, Dean Maclaren
and Michel Milot.

The workmanship is superior
and a credit to the inmates and the

Institution. Many thanks to those in
volved for their time and for improv
ing community relations.

Grace Gilfillan

Arts & Crafts
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Dear Readers,
A new group has been formed

called H.E.L.P. (Healing Early1 Living
Patterns) The focus of this self-help
group is to deal with adults that were
abused as children.

The group will be dealing with
all forms of abuse, emotional, ' physical
and sexual. if you want to deal with
your own childhood abuses, then this
is the group for you.

It will be running two days a
week, Tuesday afternoons and
Saturday evenings. For further
information, please get in contact with
one of the chair members.

Thank you,
Bobby G. Oatway
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A Prisoner's view of HIV
Taken from Michael Linhart's speech to
the Seventh Annual BC AIDS Conference

As an infected inmate serving a life sentence (at
Mission) I have come to terms with the fact that I
may well die from AIDS in jail. What I have a
hard time coming to terms with is knowing that
many inmates still feel contracting HIV won't
happen to them. There are means available to help
inmates protect themselves, but the livesof inmates
arecaught upin the bureaucracy of the system that
seems unwilling to look at the issue from both the
medical and criminal perspectives.

In comparison to the rest of the world,"
Canadian prisoners have it good. HIV infected
prisoners are not segregated or grossly mistreated.
The medical care we receive is better than the
citizens of other countries. This does not mean that
the CSC should feel content in their efforts. The
time for more effort is now before we are fa
with a much higher infection rate.

There is a bottom line
when looking at the issue of
HW in Prison. That line
becomes apparent when looking
at the cost involved in failing to
develop and implement effective
Education and Prevention
Programs. The Correctional
Service can either spend tax
dollars on these programs now
or spend considerably more on
Health Care in the near future.

It is not my intention to leave the
impression that the Correctional Service is doing
nothing to deal with the issue of HIV in the prison
system. What I am really saying is that the current
initiatives are too little and too slow for the
magnitude of the problem. It is not enoughto say

Be concerned

about getting HIV.
But don't worry

about getting it here.

that there are pamphlets and videos available for
inmates. We mustcontinue to searchfor ways, to
not only lead horses to water, but to get them to
drink as well.

Although I am perhaps the least learned
speaker at this Conference, I can honestly tell you
that there is a very real and significant potential for
HIV to become rampant in our institutions. I listen
as inmates who have been in the community talk
about sex and when I ask if they protected
themselves and their partners, all too frequently I
hear them say no. I see the needle sharing with my
own eyes. I also see inmates going to conjugal
visits and know that these same inmates are not
protecting themselves or their spouses.

Staff training for new recruits now includes
a more in-depth segmenton HIV/AIDS. Yet some
regular Institution Staff have stated that they have
not received any new information or training.
During an interview for transfer to another
institution, I spoke openly about being HIV
infected. One of the interviewers stated that he
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"didn't know anything about the disease and didn't
want to." This shows a clear need to improve the
training of'staff who have been working in the
institutions awhile.

One significant development in the fight to
promote education and awareness over the past
year came from the Allied Indian Metis Society.
They have developed a position of AIDS
Educator/Facilitator to provide much needed
education to Aboriginal offenders. Kevin Blaney
was hired for this position and has begun teaching
AIDS 101 to interested inmates without regard for
Cultural or Ethnic background.

On several occasions Peer Counselors have
been utilized by the Staff. There is little doubt that
if inmate Peer Counselors are promoted and
properly trained, they hold the potential to become
valuable resources within our prisons. It is also
conceivable that within the future, paid inmate
positions for Peer Counselors will be created.

This isn't how

you get HIV.

It's how you
treat someone

who has it.

is
M

Many inmates fear becoming involved
because they canbe labeled as activists. That label
is not a negative thing. For me it means I am
willing to do what I can to prevent others from
making the mistake I made.

Mountain Institution has expressed an
interest in developing a Peer Support Group
modeled after those in Matsqui and Mission.
Matsqui held a "Family Awareness Seminar" and
Mission put on a "Family HIV Awareness Dinner
and Bingo." Some of you may think a Bingo is a
strange thing to hold in relation to AIDS.
However, sometimes unusual measures are
required to obtain results from resistant groups of
people. In this case the lure of the Bingo prizes
brought people in and they listened to what was
said. If just oneperson in attendance truly heard
and acted on their new knowledge, then the end
justified the means.

1 1

Mountain's No Different
Casual attitudes about protection are here too, says
Charlie Mullen. "I see it and hear it all the time-
guys think it won't happen to them. But how do
they knowwhat's hiding in their partner's blood?"

The institution's refusals make him bitter,
angry and fed up. "We shouldn't have a hard time
getting what we need. My church wants toprovide
me with boots but they can't get them through the
gate." Often, Charlie cries himself to sleep. The
Parole Board recommendedone on one psychiatric
care to deal with his illness but there is none.

There is a lot of neighbourly support but to
those who make him feel like a leper, Charlie
points out that he's more at risk around them, be
ing prone to infections, than they are around him.
His heartfelt assurance is, "Don't be afraid of me!"

Borrow this from the

National

(member

the Global

Aids Clearinghouse
and secretariat of

AIDS Info Network)
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The AIDS Directoryvias published this year by Buraff
Publications. It lists organizations involved in AIDS
research, services, funding, policy and advocacy. .

Contact: Subscription Dept., The AIDS Directory, Buraff
Publications, 1350Connecticut Ave. NW, Suite 100.
Washington, DC 20036, USA. Tel.: (202)862-0990.1

Cost: S250 +S22 (US) torairmail delivery. Available on
loan from the National AIDS Clearinghouse.

National Aids Clearinghouse, Canadian Public
Health Association, 400-1565 Carling Avenue,
Ottawa, ON, K1Z 8R1. Tel.: (613) 725-3769

Fax:(613)725-9826
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More on

Treatment
of Offenders

submitted anonymously

Away with the notion that we should
lock all offenders up for life and
throw away the key. The less we act
like these offenders, the better.

Indeed, perhaps the greatest
test of how sound our society
actually is can be measured by how
we treat those who offend against it.

Physical or chemical castration
is not a viable solution to sexual

offenses.. Not least because these

treatments lend credibility to the
mistaken notion that rape is
essentially a sexual act, rather than
an act of violent aggression.

We cannot cure killers by
taking away guns and knives and we
cannot cure sex offenders by cutting
off genitals. The motivational force
behind most rapes is not sexual but
violence, domination and the desire
to control the life of another person.
It is these issues which any
treatment program has to address.

Rapists and those found guilty
of other sexual offenses may either
be sent, by the courts, to serve
custodial sentences in prisons or non
custodial sentence in the community.

Treatment in prison is likely to
take the form of punishment over
rehabilitative therapy. Treatment in
the community, on the other hand, is
often mistakenly thought of as a soft
option. But evidence suggests that
the reverse is true.

As most sex offenders are seen
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to be the lowest of the low in most
prison systems, they are likely to be
attacked quite often by other
inmates. These attacks are often
found to be convenient for those in
charge, for they ' take the general
sting out of mass pent-up violence.

All sex offenders

are seen in the

same light, r e-
gardless of the
actual nature o f

their offence and

are all called

names. Most

sexual offenders

opt to go on what is called Protective
Custody. Those in Isolation can be
locked in a cell for at least twenty-
three hours each day. For many sex
offenders, the treatment they receive
while in prison serves only to harden
their attitudes.

Many in prison are there for
committing sexual offences against
children — a breeding ground for
further abuse if there ever was one.

And some of those will re-offend

when they get out. They may have
shared their experiences in a
negative and unchallenged manner
while inside.

What is often thought of as a
soft option, that is, treatment in the
community via a probation order,
plays quite a different role. It is a
group run by the probation service,
and with professional psychiatric
input. The conditions are that these
men must attend the weekly therapy
group and that they live away from
the place where they committed
their offences. Indications are that

the work of the groups actually stops
these men from reoffending.
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These groups challenge men on
stereotyped views and feelings
about:

-sexual aggression

-fear of relationships

-power and violence

-accepting responsibility for
self-enactment

-crime confrontation

-adult-child realignment

-denial and empathy

-rationalisations and excuses

-owning the offense

-damage recognition

-victim recognition

-attaching feelings to human
acts

-humanizing the victim

-changing sexual patterns away
from children

-bereavement and loss of

previous sexual behaviour.
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Although clearly this system is
not appropriate for some rapists,
there are offenders who would

benefit greatly from the attentions of
an outside therapy group. If our long
term aim is to protect the
community, then alternatives to
custodial sentencing must be
seriously considered.

Each time a man is found guilty
of some form of sexual violence, all of
us, to a lesser degree are found guilty
for creating and maintaining a
culture in which aggression and
violence have increasingly become
the norm. Because we fail to accept
our community responsibility in this
area, we say to each other that
rapists are sick and abnormal.

The truth is that it is the way
we live which produces most men of
violence. These men are products of
the same society which we daily
create. We, as well as they, are
responsible.

Any long term program aimed
at reducing violence and other crimes
must involve us, especially those of
us who are adult.

Men of violence do not emerge
out of some isolated world. They
inhabit the same world in which we
all live. To prevent rapes or sexual
crimes in the next generation, then
we must start work on ourselves, on
our children, on how we live and on
how we expect others to live in
relation to us. We must address
these difficult questions head on—
now- ASEXUAL

PREDATOR
LIVES HERE

, ii unsMiwj



Naive Nativity
Each year,as Christinas rolls around
Our hearts, with fresh newhope abound!
Peace, on the Earth, Good will to men:
Theancient Carol sounds again.

It echoes 'midst a madding crowd
That needsa message, O! so loud
To overcome curst foul obsessions
With status, andits twin, possessions.

With stern devotion we pursue
A 'brighter future' with no clue
Of what, onearth, doth really matter:
At least, ourbjoJtPjn line is fatter!

We hardlypauseto catchour breath
Until, o'ertaken by grim death
We rest in peace but; it's too late:
Why? did we seldomcogitate

On that, in life, which has true worth,
And that, ofwhich, there's such a dirth:
Love, for each other, and the Lord
Who oughtbe, everywhere, adored.

Hear whatArchangels sweefly sang,
So fully, that yon Heavenrang:
About, a new Salvation-mom,
About, a Saviour, humbly! born.

v ' •"• ••••••

Rude shepherds, as-they list.God's Words,
In consternation, grasp their swords;
But thenjthey go, relieved; to town—
Before an Infant falling doWn

Who brings us;all, a shining Hope
As, awkwardly, toward good we grope:
Try todo good, toward eacholher-'-
Who's not my sisteris my brother.

UIO.'..! <;•'

Thus, each new Christmas, there's a chance
Thatwemayour/m7fe« enhance
By thinking, more than e'er before,
On those we, usually, ignore.

More
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iljDon Mackenzie
Umpas Hadanee
Klemtu, B.C.
xii. 1993. AJ).

There is a chance, to gain a blessing
If we, ourerrant ways confessing,
Resolve to foster brotherhood:
Thatwould, encouragingly, bode

A finer future for mankind
And, aspiration well-defined;
The idol mammon, now rejected,
Birth gives, to happiness perfected.

Jesus, achild, shews the way:
Would that, soon,He might have full sway;
Holy, His Gospel preaches how
We may this world, with joy, endow.

Bonnie

Annee

'Tis time to wish a glad New Year!'
To those who fill our hearts with cheer,
They helped us 'muddle through' the last,
To persevere a taxing task.

We trust they shallenjoy the next,
That is the essence! ofour text;
May the twelve sequenced months ahead,
Garnerthem more than merely bread.



May they possess the joy of friends
Which only, to life meaning lends;
And, also, may they keep good health,
An asset far! surpassing wealth.

May they cling to ardent hope;
Thus they, with stress, surely can cope;
And may they victim be, of Love—
Most wisely! chastened, from above.

May they, to others stretch forth hands,
Both those from this, and farther lands;
Join a sustaining, helpful net,
Refrain from lettingus forget

That bonds of caring help us live
That, not revenge but 'We forgive'
Offers a promise of long life
Absent, the dire discord of strife.

Wedding bells rang for our cook, Michael Benson
and his lovely bride, Seja at Mountain Chapel
recently. Pastor Bert Kamphuis performed the
ceremony and pianist Alex Robbie accompanied
Don MacKenzie's solo, O Perfect Love. Don
wrote the following on marriage:

Cownuhial
Marriage is a blessed state,
Ordained so couples can create
A common life extraordinaire!
Because both, for each other, care.

Therecan be bumps! along the road
And, quarrels, small, may discommode;
But, as they share one wedded heart
No squall shall, e'er them pry apart.
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The vow: "For better or for worse"

Conveys that, in a time adverse
Our bond will only firmer! be
Until, the tunnel's end, we see.

We're in this journey both together,
Through sunny days and stormy weather;
I love you so! I'd rather share
Foul times with you than, lonely, fair.

I know you feel the way I do
And we, our future, will pursue
Trusting, as we progressalong,
In Love! as lastingas 'tis strong.

• •

Without you, I am incomplete
And, like an orphaned lamb, would bleat
Heart-broken, to be quickly! found
By one who'd me, with Love, surround.

Buoyed by your presence, I feel sure
Our promises will aye! endure;
Years in the future, we shall still,
Joined each to other, sense the thrill

Of partners in a common task
Nourished together, by a flask
Storing accumulated years
Of nectar, drawn from vanquished fears.

You are my Lover and my Friend
And, such shall still stay, 'til the end
Of married life, within this plane,
When we, eternal joy, will gain.

Then, in the light of endless love,
Our blessing will translate above;
The Lord will welcome us, to have
Transcendent one-ness, past the grave.

tn
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At Christmas-time,

We gatherall together

To reassure ourselves

The Lord is Love;

We huddle safe

^Christmas

Reverie

sung to the tuneof Danny Boy

In troubling times,

Belief may, rashly, falter,

We wonder, 'Why'?

God 'Lets it all go on'!

It seems that, evil

We Know ,'tis true

For, Jesus came among us

To be our Friend

And Saviour most Divine;

He picks us up

Fromfrigid winter weather Prospers, and grows stronger When weare almost, fallen

And offer praise

To Him, Who reigns above;

But, does He hear

Our little voices crying?

Or, does He care

That we, to Him, call out?

Oh, yes! 'tis true...

Our Maker loves His children

The Lord of all the world

E'en us, doth care about!

Wheras, for Good, And sits us down

All hope is, well-nigh, gone... Content, with Him to dine

But, God ordains Oh may we follow

"Yes! Love shall, surely, triumph': In our Master's footsteps

For that, He needs

Our active, prayerful help:

As sons and daughters,

Of a loving Father,

We can ensure the Victory,

And vanquish....self....

Oh, may we serve

Our fellows as He did;

Then, we will know ...

The joy of helping others:

The Light of life

No longer,from us, will be hid!

Umpas Hadanee Kiemtu B.C. x 11.1993. A.D.
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WITCH OF THE WEST

I married a witch, this is for true.
I married a witch, for I married you.

Was put under such a deep lasting spell,
This witch really made heaven, not helL

She don't ride a broom, or own a black cat,
But she is a witch, am sure of that

Shehas no small dolls to put pins in,
Gamesplayed, seem only for me to win.

I used to feel I made the first play,
But was to learn, she planned it that way.

She set me up with such, love and care,
Yet! Over it all I'm really glad she's there.

The spell now under, don't plan to break.
I learned to love her, for me it's too late.

She used no magic potions, just magic ways.
Trapped I am really not, for I want to stay.

Some say how lucky can one man be.
I feel the lucky one is not only me.
She has my love for all my life span,

Yet! Really I know, I am one hicky man.

:• . : : -

LET GO OF PAST

In a sheLl is a lonely place to be,
So come out, there is living to see.

You get a mirror, just look and see.
Understand a lot better you could be.

A fence is a lonely place to sit
When allyou do is jump off of it
See people care if given a chance.
Sojump off that fence and dance.

Not understanding, you just don't see.
You could be special, for one to be.

Yes! Bad times seen, more may know.
But understand, that's how we all grow.

You'respecial, with so much to give.
So why not get out and really do live?
Life can't be saved, only spent for true.

Understand if not, the blame is only you.

•
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UNDERSTAND LOVE

Just a small seed can make love grow.
Open up, let your feeling really show.

You can't reach a heart, not using your owa
Love realty starts by loving yourself alone.

Not right with yourself will truly show,
Foryour love willonlybe empty, you know.

Can't give away what don't have for true.
You see it's all got to statt with only you.

Love is to see even in the bad some good,
Love is to care a lot more than should.
Just a gift given in a time of real need.

Understand it starts with such a small seed.

Love does not think of what will gain,
Love does not think, its always the same.

Remember love stands and shows no blame.
Just understand love, with you it all came.
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For many the need for counseling
carries the stigma of mental illness,
emotional weakness and the inability
to solve one's own problems.

Dr. Paul Liberman of the Tree of

Life Counseling Center admits the field
of psychotherapy is dominated by
secular humanists. "Still," he says, "it
can be genuinely helpful. We rely on
Scripture and prayer but we still go to
doctors, even if they aren't Believers.
How much better if the doctor uses

both his scalpel and prayer. The same
is true of the treatment of mental and

emotional pain." Dr. Liberman thinks
Believers have

been too ready
to throw the

baby out with

^Counsding "and ^ ™^
focus on God are JjJ[ HAVING
not inconsistent. ka C^PPT7QO I
Rather, the call
to 'bear one ano

ther's burdens' is

fulfilled in a

wide range of
treatments inclu

ding 12-step ses
sions that open
and close in

prayer."
Read about psycho-spiritual

counseling in Ihe Messianic Times Summer
1993 in the library.
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Volunteers

So you want K
to minister .
to inmates...

o

CD
•n

Many church groups ' come and
minister to the Pacific Region of
Correctional Services Canada. There

are hundreds of churches in this "Bible

Belt" of the Fraser Valley. They all
have a name, except for the "invisible"
churches, the ones made up of that
part of the Body of Christ within
prison communities.

\

'"N

Denominational variety has
advantages and disadvantages. For
example, the chaplain has to be fair-
minded when scheduling the many
kinds of Christian groups wishing to
enter the prison.

Those who qualify already are
numerous. Thus, the little fellowship
of inmate believers may attend 5 or
10 meetings and services a week, each
led by a different denomination. If
the doctrinal basics differ too greatly
between groups, confusion can result.
We need to be well-grounded in our
beliefs to be able to enjoy a liberal,
charismatic camp one night and a
conservative, liturgical service the
next.

Some churches bring a preacher,
musicians and teachers, simply
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transplanting a typical church meeting
or Sunday School class into a prison
setting. But this approach leaves very
little time for meaningful, personal
contact with inmates. Prisoners do not
want a quick dose of religion. Like
outsiders, we need to develop
relationships with flesh-and-blood
Christians to grow in our relationship
with God.

One inmate recalled, "I saw the
evangelists come through. I saw the
choirs and all the rest—and they are
needed. But what I saw work was
when one person became involved in
another human being's life."

We understand many volunteers
want to help out in prisons but are
fearful they will get involved with or
be taken advantage of by inmates. But
there is no way to minister to someone
while, at the same time, keeping him
at arm's length. People in jail seem to
sense very quickly the difference
between superficial friendliness and
real acceptance.

No Pity, Please

Rudolph Klassen, who came
home from 11 years of imprisonment
in Russian jails said, "There is no
reason to feel sorry for prisoners, for
they are in God's university. Certainly
prison is hard and every prisoner
needs faithful prayer support, but
testing is a normal experience for
every Christian." Although Pastor
Klassen was imprisoned for the "crime"
of serving the underground church, his
words apply to Christian prisoners
everywhere. Inmates need kindness
and truth—not pity.

portions reprinted from Alliance Life June 16 "93
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Dramatic Reduction in Corpses
In August we reported that 30 killings
a month in a Columbian prison had
nearly stopped. A prison housing
3,000 inmates in Argentina has had a
similar transformation. Today, over
800 of the prisoners are Christians.
"When a prisoner accepts Christ, he
must go through a rigorous discipling
program, says Floyd C. Babcock,
General Secretary, Canadian Bible
Society. "If he has been found to be
sincere in his faith, he is transferred to
a Christian ward." Once a week, the
Christians pool the food and gifts
brought by visitors and give a tithe
(10 percent) to non-Christian wards.

"Christian prisoners are not
released earlier," says Babcock, "but
once they are, tend not to return."
Since so many prisoners have become
Christians, they have been able to
reduce the number of guards from 3 0 0
on duty at a time to 30. The Chaplains
credit the change to the power of the
Word of God.

from Religiou6 News Digest, Alliance Life



ACROSS

1 this newspaper
12 Abbr. forsine prole

(Latin for childless)
14 performing
15 additional or further

16 (informal) father
17 sitcom television station
18 Abbr.for United Arab Republic
20 (2 wds.) sign direction
22 (feminine) made sovereign
24 Abbr. for antipersonnel
25 paddle
26 to lift up
27 Abbr. for liquefied petroleum gas
29 primary colour
31 sight organ
32 to establish prior rights
35 first tone of the diatonic scale

37 compound in which two organic
groups are attached directly to
an oxygen atom

38 academic centre in England
40 symbol for selenium
42 (Russian) yes
43 not out

44 not down

45 a group of three
47typeofanrnalfarm
50 (Abbr.) type of current
52 idealist

55 unrefined metal

58 Edgar Allen (Poet)
60 prefix meaning one
61 escorted

64 a step or series of steps in ballet
66 (Abbr.) type of album
67 dearly loved
68 savor

70 convict warehouse

71 of Green Gables
72 not off

73 not gooses
75 one who tans hides
77 symbol for einsteinium
78 native indians of Rhode Island

DOWN

1 an elaborate entertainment in
England in the 16th & 17th
centuries, performed chiefly
by amateur actors

Answers

2 to engage or employ
3 spoken
4 specific face cream
5 Abbr. for Tennessee

6 malarial fevers

7 (conj.) used to continue
negative phrases after
neither

8 (colloq.) past tense of eat
9 extended motorcycle

10 female chicken

11 type of cookie
12 extra

13 settle a debt

19 an expert
21 abnormal skin growths

caused by a Yirus
23 to check in growth or in

development
24 towards the lee side

28 (Abbr.) American auto
manufacturer

30 minute quantity of anything
33 historic riYer in Germany

• 20

34 body of water smaller
than a lake

36 smell

39 symbol for lutebum
40 halt

41 symbol for erbium
46 Utopian
47 operates 47 across
48 among
49 unsophisticated
51 femenine name

53 symbol for europium
54 obsolete welfare initials

56 membrane extract used

to make cheese
57 specific mill workers
59 unlocks

62 jolly fat guy
63 ardors

65 omen

68 a small, agile deer of
Europe and Asia

69 ocean
70 pod resident
74 Abbr. for senior

76 (indefinite article) one



What did prisoners eat 100 years ago?

Prisons' Regulations Act
-O-

Scale of Dietaries for use in Provincial Gaols. 'v!;. '
1. No beer or wine, or fermented or spirituous liquors ofany kind, shall be allowedto prisoners or

permitted within theGaol, unless specially ordered bytheGaol Surgeon,such ordertobe recorded inhis
journal, together with the name of the prisoner for whom the article is ordered. .

2. No smoking shall be allowed, nor shall any tobacco be permitted in the Gaol, except by orderof
the Gaol Surgeon, such order to be recorded in his Journal; together with thename of the prisoner to
whom the. privilege is allowed. . .

3. No, food of any kindihall be sold by any Gaol Officer to aprisoner, or by one prisoner to another;
nor shall any Gaol Officer have any pecuniary Interest, direci or indirect, in any food, clothing or other
articles supplied to the prisoners; nor shall any Gaol Officer, or any member ofhis family, use any ofthe
Gaol stores except for heating, fighting or cleaning the house orquarters allotted to him.

4. The Gaol dietaries shall be divided Into two scales, viz:—
(1.) For prisoners awaiting trial, or under sentence with hard'labour for aterm of thirty days or under,

where the labour is done in ordinary Gaol work.
(2.) For prisoners sentenced with hard labour for aterm ofover thirty days, and the labour consists of

cutting Wood, breaking stones, or is extra-mural.
5. The dietary under the foregoing scale shall be as follows:—

Scale No. 1

Breakfast.

One pint of gruel (made from oatmeal or Indian cornmeal) and eight ounces of bread every
morning. .

Dinner,

three days ofthe week. Eight ounces ofbread, one pound ofpotatoes, and one pint of gruel on two days
of the week. One pint of soup and eight ounces ofbread on two days of the week.

Supper. •' - '
One pint of gruel and eight ounces of bread every night.

Scale No. 2.

Breakfast.

One pint ofgruel, eight ounces ofbread, and one pint ofpea coffee, sweetened with molasses or
brown sugar, every morning. r

Dinner.

oa,h ^?Kan.^L^cooked meat (without bone), eight ounces of bread, and eightouncesof potatoes on
each day that hard labour is performed; otherwise Scale No. 1 to be followed.

One pint of gruel and eight ounces of bread every night.

Supper.
6. The oatmeal gruel shall contain two ounces of oatmeal to every pint of water, and the Indian

cornmeal gruel two and aquarter ounces to the pint; the soup shall contain three ouncesofcooked meat
to the pint, and the usual quantity of vegetables, with pepper and salt. Pork may be used once aweek
instead ofbeef, but one ounce less in weight must begiven than is named In thedifferent scales; fish may
also be substituted for beef once aweek, in which four ounces more must be given than is named in the
different scales; and all prisoners shall be allowed at their meals as much good water and salt as they
desire. ° •

. B.C. Sessional Papers 1898
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KITCUB1* SERVING SCHEDULE

V
i N-l N-2 N-3 W-13 S-8 S-9 S-10 Break LUl E-13 E-14

2 E-14 LUl E-13 Break S-9 S-10 5*o N-2 N-3 W-12 1 N-l

Find
3 E-13 E-14 LU-1 Break N-3 W-131 N-l N-2 S-10 S-8 S-9

out
4 M S-9 S-10 W-13 N-l N-2 N-3 Break LU-1 E-13 E-14

•"hen 5 S-9 S-10 S-8 N-l N-2 N-3 W-131 Break E-14 LUl E-13

you

get
to

eat!

6 £-13 E-14 LUl Break N-2 N-3 W-13 N-l S-10 S-8 S-9

7 LUl E-13 E-14 Break W-8 W-9 W-10 N-3 W-13 N-l N-2

8 W-13 N-l N-2 N-3 S-9 S-10 S-8 Break E-14 LUl E-13

9 E-13 E-14 LUl Break S-10 S-8 S-9 N-l N-2 N-3 W-13
^ i r ^» 1J •

10 N-2 N-3 W-13 N-l S4 S4 S-10 Break LUl E-13 E-14

11 E-14 LUl E-13 Break N-3 W-13 N-l N-2 S-9 S-10 w*B

12 S-10 S-8 S-9 W-13 N-l N-2 N-3 Break E-13 E-14 LUl

Stick
13 LUl E-13 E-14 Break N-l N-2 N-3 W-13 S-8 S-9. S-10

this
14 S-9 S-10 S-8 N-2 N-3 W-13 N-l Break E-14 LUl E-13

; to 15 E-13 E-14 LUl Break N-3 W-13 N-l N-2 S-10 S-8 S-9

iyour 16 S-8 S-9 S-10 W-13 N-l N-2 N-3 Break LUl E-13 E-14

house 17 E-14 LUl E-13 Break N-l N-2 N-3 W-13 S-9 S-10 S-8

wall IB S-10 S-8 S-9 N-2 N-3 W-13 N-l Break E-13 E-14 LUl

and 19 LUl E-13 E-14 Break N-3 W-13 N-l N-2 S-8 S-9 S-10

save 20 S-9 S>10 S-8 W-13 N-l
fc>v

N-2 N-3 Break E-14 LUl E-13

a <M E-13 E-14 LUl Break N-l N-2 N>3 W-13 S-10 S-8 S-9

daily 22 S-8 S-9 S-10 N-2 N-3 W-13 N-l Break LUl E-13 E-14

trip 23 E-14 LUl E-13 Brea* N-3 W-13 N-l N.2 S-9 S-10 9*o

to .,
vthe

hut

24

25

26

S-10

LUl

S-9

S-8

E-13

S-10

S-9

E-14

W-13 N-l

Break N-l

N-2 N-3

N-2

N-2

W-13

N-3

N-3

N-l

Break E-13

W-13 S-8

Break E-14

E-14

S-9

LUl

LUl

S-10

E-13

board. 27 E-13 E-14 LUl Break N-3 W-13 N-l N-2 S-10 S-8 S-9

28 S-8 S-9 S-10 W-13 N-l N»2 N-3 Break LUl E-13 E-14

29 E-14 LUl E-13 Break N-l N.2 N-3 W-13 S-10 S-8 S-9

30 N-2 N-3 W-13 N-l S-8 S-9 S-10 Break E-13 E-14 LUl

31 LUl E-13 E-14 Break N-3

22

W-13 N-l N-2 S-9 S-10 S-8
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Due to the recent changes in the Sports
Department, there • is no Sports section
in this issue. With the departure of
Steve Lauder, Phillippe LaFreniere.is
now Sports Coordinator

It is Phil's hope that the
recreation program can be utilized to
its fullest. He will be seeking out new
ideas which will include a greater part
of the inmate population. He will also
be looking forward to improving upon
the existing activities, i.e. floor hockey,
fast pitch, slow pitch, tennis, etc.

Anyone wishing to become
involved, feel free to drop in and
contribute to your recreational
programs.
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Answers to page 20's puzzle
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iOLEDOUX
Lj j HARDWARE &SUPPLY LTD.

7116 Pioneer Ave., Auassiz 796-2131

We sell it all:

Hardware

Power Tools

Hobby Craft Supplies
Hlectrical Supplies
Garden Tools

Paint

Small lilcctric Appliances
Housewares

Gift ware

TV's and Radios

Store Hours: 7:30 am - 6:00 pm
Monday lo Saturday


